


 NFPA 70 E(2009) 130.3(B) prescribes the use of FR clothing & PPE “ where it
has been determined that work will be performed within the Flash Protection
Boundary…” and allows “As an alternative, the PPE requirements of 130.7 (C)
(9) shall be permitted to be used in lieu of the detailed flash hazard analysis…”

 130.7 (C) Personal Protective Equipment
(3) Head, Face, Neck & Chin Protection
(4) Eye Protection
(5) Body Protection
(6) Hand & Arm Protection

 Table 130.7(C)(9)(a) identifies Hazard/Risk Categories 0 through 4 & the re-
quirements for voltage rated gloves and/or voltage rated tools.

 103.7 (D)(1) prescribes the use of insulated tools “when working inside the Lim-
ited Approach Boundary of exposed live parts where tools might make acciden-
tal contact.

 Table 130.7(C)(11) identifies the minimum Arc Thermal Protective Value
(ATPV) for Risk Categories: 1= 4 cal/cm2

2= 8 cal/cm2
3= 25 cal/cm2
4= 40 cal/cm2

The Haz-Cat series has it all in one package; head, face and eye protection, FR
apparel, voltage rated gloves & voltage rated tools. We offer the Haz-Cat kits
in category 2 & 4 platforms consistent with the “ Simplified, Two Category, FR
Clothing System” of table H.1 in Annex of NFPA 70E (2009)

This is a cost effective means of addressing compliance for contractors who
face varied risk categories and fro site maintenance with diverse electrical sys-
tems.

Flash Protection, Inc.
...stands for the Full Protection Inside of the HAZ-CAT series
arc flash Protection kits. Available in risk category 2 & 4 plat-
forms.
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Fire Retardant Garments & Accessories
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General Information:

FPI's High Energy Arc Goggle and Carbon X Balaclava combo provides:
An arc rating (ATPV) of 45.8 cal/cm² when tested in combination using the ASTM
2178 test method.
A lightweight, cost- effective alternative to beekeeper hoods.
Increased vision versus traditional beekeeper hoods.

Arc Goggle:
FPI's Arc Goggle is designed specifically to address the requirements of Arc Flash
Protection. The optically correct hard coated outer lens has an anti-fog inner lens,
baffled top and bottom vents. An elastic strap comfortably secures the goggle to
the head and hard hat. Special strap adjusters allow the strap tension to be ad-
justed while wearing gloves.
FPI Part No. GL45.8

The Arc Goggle & Balaclava combination is ideal for utility workers needing face protection from an elec-
trical arc. This easy-to-use protective system assures workers protection without limiting their ability to
perform work.

Arc Goggle & Balaclava
The Paulson arc goggle in combination with the balaclava provides superior flexibility,
outstanding visual light transmission (VLT) and exceptional comfort.
Arc Rating (ATPV) of 27 cal/cm² when tested in combination using the ASTM 2178
test method.
A lightweight, cost-effective alternative to face shields.
Increased breathability and range of vision versus traditional beekeeper hoods.

Our arc goggle features:
An optically correct, hard-coated outer lens
An anti-fog inner lens
Baffled top and bottom vents
A comfortable elastic strap that secures the goggle to the head and hard hat
Special strap adjusters allow the straps to be adjusted while wearing gloves.
FPI Part#: GL27

The balaclava features:
Two layers of knit Carbon / KEVLAR® with an arc rating (ATPV) of 27 cal/cm²
Slightly longer bib for additional arc protection
Contoured eyehole that can be worn over or under the nose.
FPI Part#: CKH27

Not Approved for NFPA 70E-2004

Hood includes an
inner breathing
chamber for in-
creased airflow.



Knit Shirt
General Information
FR knit shirts are available in a variety of colors in smooth FR cotton jersey or interlock knits. Durable FR ribbed
collars are standard.

Our best-selling classic T-shirt features:
Your choice of long or short sleeves
A variety of colors to choose from
One left breast pocket
Turtlenecks and Mock Turtlenecks available also.
Available in SM-5X

All Flash Protection Inc's FR knits feature:
Breathable knits to keep you comfortable
Generous sizing
Comfortable single needle tape trims the neck seam

Item Number Material:
LKSI10.9(N,G,O)(SM-5X) 6.5 oz. Indura® Ultra Soft® in Navy, Gray or Orange (arc rating = 10.9 cal/cm²)

Fire Retardant Work Wear
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FR SHIRT SIZE CHART:
SM MD LG XL 2X 3X 4X 5X

CHEST 34/36 38/40 42/44 46/48 50/52 54/56 58/60 62/64
NECK 14-141/2 15-151/2 16-161/2 17-171/2 18-181/2 19-191/2 20-201/2 21-211/2

ARM 28/30 32/34 36/38 40/42 44/46 48/50 52/54 56/58
Available in regular and tall sizes.



FR Pants

General Information:
The T30 pant features a covered-zipper fly closure, a non-metallic waist button closure and
seven belt loops for a good fit. Two welted rear inset pockets and two front slash pockets
are standard.

Item Number Material:
WPI11(30-50)(inseam) 9 oz. Navy Blue Indura® Ultra Soft® Trousers (ATPV = 11 cal/cm²)
WPI11B(30-50)(inseam) 11 oz. Brown Indura® Ultra Soft® Duck Trousers (ATPV = 13 cal/
cm²)
WPNBP12(30-50)(inseam) 8 oz. Navy Blue PROTERA™ Trousers (ATPV = 12 cal/cm²)

Available in 30 to 50 inch waist sizes and custom inseams (waist and inseams available in 2
-inch increments).

RF Long Underwear

General Information:
Flash Protection, Inc. offers Arc Flash Protection in FR Long Underwear. Made of flame-resistant waffle knit
NOMEX® material for comfort and protection, the underwear top is available in a crew neck or mock turtleneck.
Contact FPI for more information.

FPI's FR Long Underwear is available in:
FR waffle-knit NOMEX® material for comfort and protection
Comfortable Indura Ultrasoft in navy

All FPI's safety Apparel FR knits feature:
Breathable knits to keep you comfortable
Generous sizing
Comfortable single needle tape trims the neck seam

FR Lined Jeans

General Information:
The FR lined jean is a comfortable Level 2 Indura® denim. The pant features large rear
pockets with a convenient cell phone pocket on the side. Bartacks are in key stress areas
for extended wear-life.

Item Number Material
WPDI18(30-50)(INSEAM) 14 oz. Denim Indura® Jean (ATPV =18 cal/cm²)
WPDI26RSIL(30-50)(INSEAM) 14 oz. Denim Indura® lined Jean w/7 oz. red sanded Indura® liner

(ATPV =26.3 cal/cm²)

Fire Retardant Work Wear
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FR Fleeces and Outerwear

General Information
This classic fleece sweatshirt is available in a variety of styles and colors to suit your needs:
Available in crew neck, hooded or hooded with zipper styles
All hooded sweatshirts have two front slash pockets.
Hooded sweatshirt with zipper has plastic Vision® zipper (with FR tape) Long sleeves, a variety
of colors to choose from.

Fire Retardant Work Wear

Choose from the following fabrics and colors:
HSZFREMC18(N,O)(SM-5X) 10 oz. FR EMC Fleece in Navy or Orange (arc rating = 18 cal/cm²)
HSZFREMC25N(SM-5X) 14 oz. FR EMC Fleece in Navy (arc rating =25 cal/cm²)
HSZI11(N,O)(SM-5X) 11 oz. FR Indura Ultra Soft Fleece Hood Sweatshirt with zipper in Navy or

Orange (arc rating=21cal/cm²)

Hooded sweatshirt without zipper, long sleeves and a variety of
colors to choose from.

HS18(N,O)(SM-5X) 10 oz. FR EMC Fleece in Navy or Orange (arc rating = 18 cal/cm²)
HSFREMC25N(SM-5X) 14 oz. FR EMC Fleece in Navy (arc rating =25 cal/cm²)
HSI11(N,O)(SM-5X) 11 oz. FR Indura Ultra Soft Fleece Hood Sweatshirt in Navy or Orange

(arc rating =21cal/cm²)

Crew Neck Sweatshirt:

CNSSFREMC18(N,O)(SM-5X) 10 oz. FR EMC Fleece in Navy or Orange (arc rating = 18 cal/
cm²)
CNSSFREMC25N(SM-5X) 14 oz. FR EMC Fleece in Navy (arc rating =25 cal/cm²)
CNSSI11(N,O)(SM-5X) 11 oz. FR Indura Ultra Soft Fleece Hood Sweatshirt in Navy or Orange

Polar Fleece Lined Garments

General Information
The new FR Nomex® Polar Fleece garments allow you to dress lighter and stay warmer. The fleece provides
less weight restriction, but at the same time offers fantastic warmth with the soft, comfortable and durable
Nomex® Polar Fleece fabric. The fleece jackets are designed to allow for a full range of motion with a loose fit.
FPI offers many styles including our Half-Zip Vest style, Regular style with or without hood, and our Ultimate
style. Features include: 24 cal/cm² (Ebt), 13 oz /lyd. black Nomex®, Extra long stand up collar,
Large front pockets and attached hoods are available.

Item #:

HZVB24(SM-5X)BLACK
HZV24NB(SM-5X) BLUE

Item #:

FJHZB24(SM-5X) BLACK
FJHZNB24(SM-5X) NAVY BLUE

Our half-Zip con-
structed polar fleece
provides warmth
without the extra
added weight. It's
highly breathable
and provides com-
fort in working envi-
ronments without
restricting move-
ment.

Our regular polar
fleece is popular for
cold weather protec-
tion because it's in-
sulated and dries
quickly. The jacket
has a full zipper front
and a draw string
hood for added pro-
tection.

Item #:

UFJZB24(SM-5X) BLACK
UFJZNB24(SM-5X) NAVY BLUE

Our ultimate polar
fleece jacket is gener-
ous in all areas allow-
ing a full range of mo-
tion. The fleece jacket
is designed for any
cold weather work en-
vironments. The multi-
position zippered
pockets help you keep
your gear organized
and safely secured.
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